
Workshop Companion Guide
Episode VII: Get To Set

What we cover in this episode

Discussion leaders

Topics for individual and group discussion:

Activities

In this episode, we cover different terminology used on film sets and what they all mean,  different ways you can 
get your set ready and your crew organised to make the most of your shooting day, how to ensure great takes 
every time and tips to overcome challenges you may face when filming. 

• Useful film terminology 
o Buzzwords used on sets and what they mean 

• Setting up your set 
o Tips and tricks for keeping your filming day on track  

• Calling the shots 
o The crew members in charge of calling specific shots 

• Getting great takes 
o How to be sure you’ve got the footage you need every time

• Overcoming challenges 
o Common problems you’ll face on filming days and how to solve them

• Film terminology: Have you heard any of these terms before? 
• Set your set up: While making your film, do you think you’ll run rehearsals with your cast beforehand 

or go for a more improvised feel? 
• Shot calling: As the director, will you have the final say on the shots or will you have 1st AD to lend a 

fresh perspective? 
• Overcoming challenges: What are some other challenges you might face on a film set? 

• Get into a group and practice calling the shots! Don’t be afraid to get a little silly with it, this will 
help you get comfortable with the phrases and how to use them. 

• OPTIONAL Match the phrase to the film set role! You’ll find the roles and phrases listed in this 
episode’s activity sheet. 

• OPTIONAL Create a draft safety plan for the 3 hypothetical scenarios listed in the Activity Sheet. 



Workshop Activity Worksheet 
Episode VII: Get To Set

Activity 2: Match the phrase to the film set role!

Director

Camera Operator

Sound Recordist

1st Assistant Director

Action/Cut

Quiet on Set

Speeding

Rolling

Activity 1: Get into a group and practice shot calling! Don’t 
be afraid to get a little silly with it, this will help you get 

comfortable with the phrases and how to use them. 

Activity 3: Create a draft safety plan using the scenarios 
provided.

You’ve just arrived at your outdoor shooting location and the weather has turned. A storm is threatening your 
filming plans!

The star of your movie has just called you to tell you that they’re not feeling well and they can’t come in. Your 
shooting schedule for the day included all their scenes!



Film Terminology Glossary 

• Blocking - Blocking is how you figure out where actors should stand during a take. You’ll also arrange the set - but 

keep an eye out for continuity!

• Clapperboard - You might recognise this one - it’s purpose is to make a noise and action simultaneously after the 

cameras roll, to help sync audio and visuals in the edit!

• Dailies - All the footage you’ve recorded in a day. You’ll check over these to make sure you’ve got everything!

• Hitting a Mark - When the actor needs to walk up to a specific spot to deliver a line - decided on in the blocking! It’s 

a great idea to actually mark these on the ground, usually with tape so it’s easy to move!

• Hot Set - This means you’re in the middle of recording - so nobody move anything around or change any 

equipment!

• Last Looks - You’re about to start recording - last chance to double check hair, make up and the set!

• Pick Ups - Realised there’s a distracting bug flying around in a take you thought was perfect? Head back for ‘pick 

ups’ to re record any takes that didn’t quite work out.

• Rolling - The camera is recording! This comes from the days when films were recorded physically onto wheels of 

film - that rolled!

• Screen Direction - the direction that characters and objects move in the scene. Some common screen directions 

can include “camera right” or “camera left.”

• Take - A clip of footage from ‘action’ to ‘cut’ - good ones end up in your film and bad ones are learned from.

• Wrap - “Aaaaaaand that’s a wrap!” You’re done for the day! You might like to have a wrap party, which is when the 

entire film is finished and everybody celebrates!


